The hypothesis of Nicola Scafetta and Bruce West (see their Opinion piece, PHYSICS TODAY, March 2008, page 50), that most of the observed global warming trend since 1950 is due to variations in total solar irradiance (TSI), is at odds with observations and theory. They argue that near-surface temperatures are strongly influenced by both the well-known 11-year cycle in TSI and shorter-time-scale TSI variations.
As for the 11-year cycle in TSI, satellite measurements of TSI since 1979 show variations that are very small (about 0.1%) and cyclical (see figure 1) . If Earth's surface temperature were highly sensitive to those variations, the 11-year cycle in TSI would produce an 11-year cycle in observed surface temperatures. The filtered and smoothed temperature record presented by Scafetta and West appears to show a significant 11-year cycle. However, an exhaustive analysis of the latter half of the 20th century by Gerald North and his collaborators found a temperature cycle with an amplitude of no more than a few hundredths of a degree Celsius, with a significance level of only 25%. 1 Even that small signal, which is roughly consistent with the expected signal that North and colleagues estimated using an energy-balance model, may be in part an artifact of fortuitous spacing of major volcanic eruptions (see the letter by Peter Foukal, PHYSICS TODAY, October 2008, page 10).
Hence, the historical surface temperature record does not support the hypothesis of strong temperature sensitivity to solar irradiance changes. Additionally, that hypothesis predicts greater-than-observed temperature variations during prehistoric times (see the letter by Diedrich Schmidt, PHYSICS TODAY, October 2008, page 10). For example, strong sensitivity to solar variations would have resulted in a much colder climate during the Maunder Minimum (a period of reduced solar activity during the 17th century), when the TSI is thought to have been less than today by anywhere from 0.2% 2 to 1.2%. 3 In any case, as is evident from figure 1, TSI variations since 1979 are cyclical, with no discernible multidecadal trend. Hence, the variations cannot explain the observed warming trend since 1979, which has continued over more than two 11-year cycles (see figure 2 ). That conclusion is supported by thorough analyses by Foukal and his collaborators 4 and by others. Is it possible that TSI variations, although having little direct effect on Earth's energy balance, nonetheless control climate by somehow regulating more energetic processes? (An analogy would be a transistor.) The "complexity matching" argument of Scafetta and West is along those lines. Their argument seems unlikely to be correct, however, since observations by Sydney Levitus and his collaborators show that the climate system as a whole, particularly the ocean, has warmed along with the atmosphere; 5 For example, the hypothesis of solar variability as a dominant influence on temperature fails to explain the observed cooling of the stratosphere since about 1950, as shown by David Thompson and Susan Solomon, 8 among others. That cooling is a predicted consequence of increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases and decreases in stratospheric ozone. 9 If increases in solar luminosity were the dominant forcing on climate, the troposphere and stratosphere should warm, contrary to observations. In summary, the hypothesis of Scafetta and West-that solar variability is the dominant climate influence during the late 20th century-is a nonsolution to a nonproblem. There is no problem because the history of global temperatures during the 20th century is adequately explained by known phenomena: greenhouse gases, volcanic eruptions, aerosols, and, yes, to a small degree, solar variability. That conventional explanation is simple, self-consistent, and relies on wellestablished physics. The Scafetta and West hypothesis is a nonsolution because it is inconsistent with a range of observations and invokes new and unproven physics. Extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof; Scafetta and West have failed to provide it. 
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